Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 3 July 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.50pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 SIENNA'S BOY (28.4kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 7 PURE PROJECT (2/7), REGAZZONI (3/7), Race 9 GIRLS WITH CURLS (3/7), Race 12 PURE PESH (2/7)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS: R71 - Race 10 Slobber Chops x 1 Solo
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 8 HELLO I'M BUGSY, Race 9 SANTA'S MAGIC

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening WHO'S GOT CASH (Race 9) and ROLLIE BEXON (Race 12).

All races tonight were conducted with the finish on lure system.

Stewards spoke with T2 Trainer Mr M Ion regarding the delay in boxing WHAT A CRUISER in Race 2. Mr Ion explained that WHAT A CRUISER has been difficult to box in past events and that whilst he did not attend to the greyhound tonight, he gave an undertaking that he will in future engagements.
Stewards concluded that if WHAT A CRUISER continues to cause a delay to the starting of races, the Stewards will consider endorsing the greyhound as a "Box First" under R52(2).

(275M): IRONBARK LASS & HAPPY RAGE began quickly. SIENNA'S BOY began slowly. SPARKY ROY & SIENNA'S BOY collided soon after the start. SPARKY ROY checked off the heels of QUICK FINANCE and galloped on the heels of DANDALUP MISTY on the first turn, SPARKY ROY & DANDALUP MISTY lost ground. DANDALUP MISTY & LAST TRAIN collided on the first turn. SIENNA'S BOY checked off the heels of SPARKY ROY on the first turn. QUICK FINANCE checked off the heels of IRONBARK LASS approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SIENNA'S BOY had a left hindleg fibula injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 6:52 PM
(380M): PUMPED UP MOMENT began quickly. HEZA RAPSCALLION began slowly. HEZA RAPSCALLION & ROMAN BLUE collided soon after the start. WHAT A CRUISER checked off the heels of PUMPED UP MOMENT soon after the start. MARYVILLE checked off the heels of ROMAN BLUE on the first turn. MARYVILLE & HEZA RAPSCALLION collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M CIPHER & SPRAY AND WIPE collided in the back straight. MARYVILLE raced wide in the back straight. ROMAN BLUE, HELLO I'M CIPHER & SPRAY AND WIPE collided on the second turn, HELLO I'M CIPHER stumbled and fell, ROMAN BLUE stumbled and lost ground.

MARYVILLE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
ROMAN BLUE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
HELLO I'M CIPHER was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 (1) - Maiden - 7:13 PM
(520M): UNO CARLA & BUSHMAN'S SWAG began quickly. DONATE NOW & WHO'S GOT SPICE began slowly. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of NEON soon after the start. DONATE NOW checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S SWAG soon after the start. UNO CARLA, NEON & BUSHMAN'S SWAG collided on the first turn. RUSTY JACKHAMMER & WHO'S GOT SPICE collided at the catching pen. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SPICE on the second turn. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of EXPECT A SPRING on the third turn and approaching the home turn.
Race 4 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist)/Country/600 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist) - 7:35 PM
(600M): HELLO I'M STEELO & SUNSET HARLEY began quickly. GO GETTEM NITRO & MAXIMUM MAGIC began slowly. MAXIMUM MAGIC checked off the heels of MARRY ME MEL soon after the start. MOSSIMO BALE & MARRY ME MEL collided on the first turn. MOSSIMO BALE checked off the heels of SUNSET HARLEY and collided with FANTASTIC GHOST on the first turn. MARRY ME MEL checked off the heels of MOSSIMO BALE on the second turn. MARRY ME MEL checked off the heels of MAXIMUM MAGIC in the back straight. GO GETTEM NITRO & SUNSET HARLEY collided on the fourth turn. MARRY ME MEL checked off the heels of MAXIMUM MAGIC in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HELLO I'M STEELO had a left foreleg flexor tendon injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 5 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:55 PM
(520M): FLAKE MONELLI & DANICA KEEPING began quickly. ROMARIO began slowly. WAGTAIL SAGE & WHO'S GOT SUBI collided soon after the start. RHONDA KEEPING & LOVED UP MOMENT collided soon after the start. RHONDA KEEPING & ROMARIO collided on the first turn. ROMARIO checked off the heels of RHONDA KEEPING on the first turn. WHO'S GOT SUBI & DANDALUP DUSTY raced wide on the first turn and at the catching pen. LOVED UP MOMENT checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SUBI on the second turn. ROMARIO checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SUBI on the second turn. LOVED UP MOMENT & ROMARIO raced wide in the back straight. WAGTAIL SAGE checked off the heels of DANICA KEEPING on the third turn. WHO'S GOT SUBI galloped on the heels of DANICA KEEPING in the home straight. DANICA KEEPING & DANDALUP DUSTY collided approaching the finishing line. ROMARIO was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:22 PM
(520M): WEST ON VIOLET began quickly. BALLISTIC BLUE & TROJAN'S MAGIC began slowly. TROJAN'S MAGIC checked off the heels of HIGH ABOVE and collided with BACKPACKER JACK approaching the first turn. WEST ON VIOLET, BACKPACKER JACK & TROJAN'S MAGIC collided on the first turn, BACKPACKER JACK lost ground and collided with BALLISTIC BLUE. AEROPLANE BARNEY & WEST ON VIOLET collided on the first turn. SPRITE MONELLI & HIGH ABOVE collided on the first turn and at the catching pen. BACKPACKER JACK checked off the heels of BALLISTIC BLUE at the catching pen. TROJAN'S MAGIC checked off the heels of STARTER UP on the second turn. SPRITE MONELLI & STARTER UP collided in the back straight. STARTER UP checked off the heels of SPRITE MONELLI on the third turn, STARTER UP lost ground. TROJAN'S MAGIC checked off the heels of STARTER UP on the third turn. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of TROJAN'S MAGIC approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
(380M): ISSUE began quickly. MISS BONDI & GRAND LARCENY began slowly. LIGHTNING SEVEN & ISSUE collided soon after the start. AZZURRA QUE & FERNANDO STEALTH collided on the first turn. AZZURRA QUE & FERNANDO STEALTH collided on the first turn. LIGHTNING SEVEN & GRAND LARCENY collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:56 PM
(520M): HELLO I'M BUGSY & SUGAR KAINE began quickly. IMA LOGGER & WEST ON POPPY began slowly. TALLULAH, ZABEEKA, GOBLIN MONELLI & SUGAR KAINE collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M GISELE, IMA LOGGER & WEST ON POPPY collided soon after the start. ZABEEKA checked off the heels of SUGAR KAINE and collided with GOBLIN MONELLI, HELLO I'M GISELE, IMA LOGGER & WEST ON POPPY approaching the first turn. WEST ON POPPY checked off the heels of ZABEEKA on the first turn.

Race 9 - Maiden/City/520 (2) - Maiden - 9:19 PM
(520M): EQUITY SHARE & SANTA'S MAGIC began quickly. TURNED UP MOMENT began slowly. EQUITY SHARE & SKETCHY SOLO collided soon after the start. RIPPIN' CROW & EQUITY SHARE collided soon after the start. SANTA'S MAGIC crossed to the inside soon after the start. SKETCHY SOLO checked off the heels of EQUITY SHARE soon after the start. EQUITY SHARE & WHO'S GOT CASH collided approaching the first turn and on the first turn. EQUITY SHARE, SKETCHY SOLO & WHO'S GOT CASH collided on the first turn. RIPPIN' CROW & WHO'S GOT CASH collided on the home turn.
Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 9:36 PM
(380M): HELLO I'M STEWIE began quickly. Slobber Chops began slowly. Slobber Chops checked off the heels of AKACHI soon after the start. EQUITY FUND & AKACHI collided on the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM, OLDMATE AMY & ZANZIQUE collided on the first turn. LAPTOP WIZARD galloped on the heels of Slobber Chops on the first turn, both lost ground. ZANZIQUE checked off the heels of OLDMATE AMY in the back straight. Slobber Chops faded in the home straight due to cramp and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that Slobber Chops had cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 9:56 PM
(380M): WESTERN RIPPLE began quickly. WESTWORTH began slowly. EXPLOSIVE SMITH, SWEET TREAT & SHE'S STARDUST collided soon after the start. WHAT A CRAFTER checked off the heels of SWEET TREAT soon after the start. WHAT A CRAFTER raced wide in the back straight. EXPLOSIVE SMITH galloped on the heels of SWEET TREAT approaching the home turn. EXPLOSIVE SMITH & NAPOLEON BOY collided approaching the home turn. EXPLOSIVE SMITH shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/275 - Grade 6 - 10:19 PM
(275M): RICKSHAW MILLIE & KILLA DOLLARS began quickly. MY FIRE FABIO & THERMISTOCLES began slowly. WARRANTED & DANDALUP MOON collided soon after the start. ROLLIE BEXON & THERMISTOCLES collided soon after the start. WARRANTED checked off the heels of KILLA DOLLARS and collided with DANDALUP MOON on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO galloped on the heels of KILLA DOLLARS approaching the home turn. MY FIRE FABIO checked off the heels of KILLA DOLLARS approaching the home turn.

FINAL.